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Abstract—In this paper a description and operating principles
of a consequent-pole permanent-magnet machine are presented.
In addition, a sizing analysis, finite-element analysis, and experimental results for a prototype machine are addressed. Due to its
particular configuration, this machine allows for a wide range of
control of the air-gap flux with minimum field ampere-turn requirements and without brushes or slip rings. Two components of
the field flux are produced. One, which is almost constant, is produced by the permanent magnet located on the rotor surface. The
other, which is variable, is produced by a field winding positioned
circumferentially in the center of the stator. These two flux components converge in the air gap. The excitation level of the machine is
manipulated by controlling the dc field current. Three-dimensional
finite-element analysis and experimental results demonstrate that
it is possible to vary the flux over a wide range to keep the terminal
voltage constant as the speed increases. A 3-kW 1000-3000-r/min
eight-pole and 32-Vac generator using this configuration is tested
to verify the flux control capability of this structure.
Index Terms—Electric machine design, flux weakening, permanent-magnet (PM) machine.

I. INTRODUCTION

D

URING the last several decades permanent-magnet (PM)
machine drives have increased in popularity in a wide variety of industrial applications for a number of reasons. Included
in these reasons are higher power density and efficiency, higher
reliability, and lower inertia. Moreover, the continuous reduction price of the PM material has reduced the material cost,
and allows one to obtain reasonable prices for ac drives based
on the PM machine. However, fixed excitation provided by the
PM limits controllability of the drive and the high speed capability. Control of the excitation is essential in most alternator
applications where cost consideration prevents the use of synchronous rectification. In ac drive applications, to extend the
speed range, the machines are operated, such that the armature currents partially demagnetize the magnets achieving the
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so-called field weakening [1]–[3]. However, this approach involves the risk of irreversible demagnetization of the PMs and
losses. If the tempergenerates significant heat due to the
ature and reverse -axis flux are sufficiently high to move the
operating point near or below the knee of the normal demagnetization point, irreversible changes in the PM properties occur.
To avoid this undesirable effect, alternative solutions have
been reported. Nipp, in [4], suggests connecting groups of the
stator winding in different configurations so that the induced
voltage is adjusted accordingly. In [5], a stator-mounted PM
machine is presented where the weakening process is obtained
by changing the reluctance path of the magnet. Using a field
winding to add or subtract flux from the PM is explained in [6].
In this case, magnet and winding control are located in the stator.
In [7] a synchronous PM motor with two-section rotor with field
weakening is analyzed. Here, the reluctance of the -axis flux
path is varied, changing the ratio between each section.
The purpose of this paper is to explore a magnetic structure
termed the consequent-pole PM (CPPM) machine which has inherent field weakening capability. This machine combines the
fixed excitation of the rare earth permanent magnet with the
variable flux given by a field winding located on the stator. In
this manner, air-gap flux can be controlled over a wide range
with a minimum of conduction losses and without demagnetization risk for the PM pieces. For a 3-kW prototype using this
configuration finite-element analysis (FEA) establishes that a
modest amount of field Ampere-Turns (ATs) (less than 500 ATs)
are necessary to vary the air-gap flux in a wide range ( 40%
of the no-DC field component). An ac generator has been built
based on this concept. In Sections II–V, a description and operating principles are explained and design equation are derived.
II. DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION OF THE CPPM MACHINE
A. Description
Fig. 1 shows the structure of the CPPM machine. The machine consists of a rotor divided into two sections. One section has partial surface-mounted PMs, which are radially magnetized, and the other has a laminated iron pole. A yoke of solid
iron connects these two sections. The stator is composed of a
laminated core, solid iron yoke, and a conventional ac threephase winding allocated in slots around the periphery of the
inner diameter. To complete the stator structure, a circumferential field winding is placed in the middle of the stator, which is
excited by a dc current. The solid stator and rotor yoke provide
a low reluctance path for the axial flux, which is an important
component in the machine’s operation. The current of the field
winding is externally controlled to provide variable excitation.
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Fig. 3. Magnetizing effect of the field flux.

C. Features

Fig. 1. Magnetic structure of the CPPM machine.

Fig. 2.

Demagnetizing effect of the field flux.

B. Operation
The radial magnetization of the PMs creates a nearly constant
flux, which circulates from one pole to the next across the stator
and rotor yoke, teeth and PM pieces. This portion of the flux
is determined mainly by the geometry of the PM and the reluctance of its path. In this case, the air-gap and magnet reluctances
are the most important values. On the other hand, injecting dc
current into the field winding, generates a flux which flows from
one iron pole to the next pole through the stator and rotor yoke,
with a path entirely composed by iron, except for the main air
gap. Due to the comparatively low reluctance of this path, the
DC current flowing in the field winding is reduced and this flux
component can be easily controlled. The two fluxes combine in
the air gap, and the effect of the winding generated flux goes to
add or subtract to pm flux according to the field current polarity.
1) Demagnetizing Effect of the DC Field Winding: If the
flux generated by the dc current circulating into the field
winding flows in such direction that it is subtracted to the flux
of the PM the flux per pole closes its path in the same magnetic
pole. Fig. 2 depicts this operating condition. In fact, in the air
gap, flux emanating from the PM and the iron pole are cross
the air gap in opposite directions. As a result, the total flux per
pole decreases as the field current increases. Flux essentially
crosses the stator yoke axially.
2) Magnetizing Effect of the DC Field Winding: If the dc
field current is reversed, the field flux uses the magnetic circuit
as before, but flows in the opposite direction. Therefore, both
components of the air-gap flux cross the air gap in the same
direction. Consequently, as the dc field current increases, the
flux per pole increases. Flux closes its path crossing the stator
yoke essentially tangentially as is shown in Fig. 3.

The CPPM machine presents several advantages in comparison with the conventional PM machine such as the following.
• A wide range of air-gap flux control is obtained with a low
field AT requirement. This control can be used to either
reduce or increase the air-gap flux.
• The CPPM machine magnetic configuration allows one to
control the air-gap flux level without any demagnetization
risk for the magnet pieces. Control action is performed
over low-reluctance iron poles.
• A simple dc current control is used and no brushes or slip
rings are required to perform this control. Field control
winding is allocated in a special slot in the stator.
D. Drawbacks
However, the CPPM machine presents some drawback due to
its configuration.
• Additional dc winding in the stator reduces the power density. The required space reduces inner diameter and/or increases the outer diameter. In addition, air-gap surface associated to this winding does not participate in the energy
conversion process.
• Three-dimensional (3-D) flux distribution introduces
extra losses and increases material requirement. Stator
and rotor core require tangential and axial flux conduction capacity. Additionally, there are some manufacturing
problems.
III. ELECTROMAGNETIC DESIGN
In order to obtain adequate dimensions for the prototype to be
built a set of equations are derived to relate mechanical dimensions, electromagnetic restrictions, and technical constraints. Finally, an optimization based on surface current density and minimum total volume of the machine is carried out to obtain optimum geometry.
A. Air-Gap Flux
By dividing the air-gap surface in two sections, one corresponding to the permanent magnet and the other one to the iron
pole areas, the total air-gap flux can be divided into two compoand
nents associated with each of these sections:
(see Fig. 4). If excitation current of the field winding is injected,
with a positive or negative polarity, flux of the iron pole section
will change linearly if the iron saturation is neglected. On the
other hand, flux associated with the permanent magnet will be
invariant. Superposition of these two fluxes results in the total
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Fig. 5.

Flux path in the stator yoke for the demagnetizing condition.

Fig. 6.

Stator slot dimensions.

Air-gap flux components.

air-gap flux. This resultant flux can be either the summation or
subtraction of each component. Therefore, the air-gap flux can
be expressed as
(1)
where
(2)
are the field ATs,
is the equivalent air-gap
where
is the air-gap
length affected by Carter’s coefficient, and
is positive for magnetizing flux, negarea. The field current
ative for demagnetizing.
The second term of (1) is
(3)
,
, and
are the PM, leakage, and air-gap relucwhere
is the remanent flux due to the PM
tance, respectively, and
remanence.
Equations (2) and (3) show the decoupled effect between each
is primarily dependent
air-gap flux components. The
on the dc current: its magnitude and direction. Conversely, the
is mainly a function of the PM magnetic parameters.
Under no saturation, both components cross the air gap by independent path: iron and PM poles. As a result, low field AT is
required to the manipulate iron flux component, and there is no
demagnetizing action over the magnet.

density in the air gap , stator tooth , and yoke , expressions for tooth width and axial stator yoke thickness are given
by (4) and (5)
(4)
Under the same argument, the flux crossing either iron pole or
PM section crosses the stator yoke axially. Considering similar
flux density in both sections, the yoke depth is calculated by
(5)

B. Stator Tooth Dimensions
Analyzing the actual flux distribution in Section III-A, it is
found that due to the necessary space required to allocate the
field winding, the most critical condition for the stator yoke flux
is when fluxes are crossing the air gap in opposite directions,
flowing from the PM to the iron pole (see Fig. 5). In effect,
the total area to circulate the flux for this operating condition
is reduced to that defined by (Fig. 6).
Following a similar procedure as is given by Honsinger and
Lipo in [8] and [9], equations are obtained considering this extreme operating condition. Based on maximum values of flux

is defined as
(6)
This index is referred to as the “external aspect ratio” and represents the proportion between the axial length (active length)
does not
and the outer diameter of the machine. Notice that
depend of the number of poles as it does for a radial machine.
In fact, as the number of poles increases in a regular radial or
axial flux machine, the amount of flux per pole is reduced if
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the peak flux density is the same [9]. Therefore, the yoke thickness can be smaller, reducing the outer diameter. However, in
increases
the CPPM machine with a fixed outer diameter, as
).
the amount of flux per pole also increases (larger value of
As a result, the stator yoke increases in thickness and the inner
diameter must decrease to maintain a reasonable value of .
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TABLE I
CPPM MACHINE PROTOTYPE DATA

C. AC Slot Area
According to Fig. 6, the following expression for the slot dimensions can be obtained:
(7)
and
(8)
where
(9)
(10)
From the same figure,
(11)
and with (7), (8), and (11), the slot depth can be expressed as
(12)
Using the same approximations for (7) and (8), the slot area

Fig. 7. Prototype.

On the other hand, this area is also defined by the number of
and copper area
:
conductors

is

(19)
(13)

and with (12), this expression becomes

is the fill factor. For a given application, the amount
where
required to reach a particular flux density condition
of
is calculated from (2).

(14)
Introducing (7) and (8) into the previous equation, the slot
area can be expressed as

(20)
and inserting this result in (19), the exSolving (20) for
pression for the dc slot area becomes

(15)

(21)

and
.
where
The right side of (15) represents a quadratic equation with the
inner–outer diameter ratio as a variable. There is an optimum
and
value of this ratio which maximizes the slot area with
as parameters.

This last equation establishes that the geometry of the dc field
slot is defined primarily for the air-gap flux density of the iron
portion, which is proportional to the field ATs, and the field
current density.
E. Prototype

D. DC Field Slot Area
The area required to allocate the dc field winding is obtained
, lengths
as the product between the axial, , and the radial,
(16)
Defining

as the ratio between these two variables,
(17)

and (16) can be rewritten as
(18)

Based on the previous equation, an optimization process has
been carried out and a 3-D FEA used to calculate the magnetomotive force (MMF) field required for a 3-kW eight-pole CPPM
machine prototype. Main data of the prototype are shown in
Table I. Fig. 7 shows the CPPM machine prototype.
IV. FEA
FEA was used to determine flux distribution and the fieldweakening capability of the prototype. Fig. 8 shows the air-gap
flux for three different conditions of the DC field current. From
this result, it is possible to observe that the flux over the PM
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Fig. 9. FE analysis and experimental result.

Fig. 10.

Back EMF for different field ampere-turns.

either weakening or boosting the air-gap flux from the nonfield
current condition. Numerically, FEA predicts that the air-gap
flux changes with a variation 40% with respect to the no-field
excitation. This operation is depicted in Fig. 9.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

Fig. 8. Air-gap flux distribution for different field ATs. (a) 500 ATs with
magnetizing effect. (b) No field current. (c) 500 ATs with demagnetizing effect.

is unidirectional with an almost constant magnitude. However,
the direction of the flux over the iron pole surface changes according to the magnitude and polarity of the dc field current. It
is clear that the action of the field flux is concentrated primarily
over the iron pole, with no demagnetizing effect over the PM
piece. These two components make the total air-gap flux vary,

Experimental fluxes per pole obtained from the prototype are
compared with calculated values from FEA in Fig. 9. Linear flux
control is obtained for the field AT range tested. It can be seen
that a wide range of flux control can be achieved with a modest
amount of field MMF. With a variation of 500 ATs, the flux
per pole vary in a range of 0.28–0.77 mWb, with 0.5 mWb under
no-field excitation.
Fig. 10 shows the field control capability. The measured
no-load output voltage is presented for a machine speed of
1500 r/min. Increases and decreases of the output voltage with
respect to the zero dc field current condition are obtained.
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the description and operating principles of the
CPPM machine have been presented. Its magnetic structure allows for easy control of the air-gap flux over a wide range, using
only a modest amount of field ATs. The required control is obtained by injecting a dc current in a stationary field winding located in the center portion of the stator. As a result, no sliding
parts are necessary to perform such field control. Additionally,
there is no risk of demagnetization for the magnet because the
control action is exercised over the iron poles.
Stator and rotor core require special features to conduct flux
in three dimensions. In fact, interlamination air gaps increase
the reluctance degrading the dc field control range.
For analysis purposes, air-gap flux can be easily separated
in two components proportional to field flux and PM magnetic
characteristics. Expressions for the ac winding slot and dc field
slot areas expression have been derived. The inner-outer diameter ratio and field ATs are the primarily variables which define
each of these areas.
Experimental and FEA results agree that the field weakening/boosting can be achieved with a modest requirement for
field current.
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